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Electric utilities need to actively manage an increase in the demand for 

distributed energy resources (DER) in the evolving energy market while 

maintaining grid reliability, safety, and resilience. The continuous penetration 

of DER into the power grid requires distribution system planning decisions 

to be more efficient while adhering to both regulatory and reliability 
standards. To streamline the DER interconnection approval process, utilities 

need a fast, automated business process to expedite the evaluation of 

DER interconnection applications. A fast-track screening process for DER 

interconnection requests can greatly improve customer response time and 

readily determine if further engineering analysis and studies are necessary for 

each application or project.

OPENUTILITIES DER OPTIONEERING  

(POWERED BY SIEMENS’ PSS®SINCAL)

This fast-track review process enables utilities to rapidly evaluate DER 

interconnection applications using an automated screening method that 

quickly approves or defers DER interconnection applications for further 

detailed analysis and study. The fast-track review process combines an initial 

and supplemental screening mechanism into a single workflow, reducing  
the need to engage power system engineering resources during the 

screening stage of an application. The supplemental screening step uses  

an automated hosting capacity analysis to determine the amount of DER  

that can be accommodated on the distribution network at a given time  

and at a given node location, under existing grid conditions and operations, 

without adversely impacting grid safety or reliability and without requiring 

significant infrastructure upgrades. The pass/fail results of the fast-track review 
indicates whether the application can be immediately approved or submitted 

to engineering resources for more detailed analysis and study. Detailed 

engineering studies are costly, time-intensive, and not always necessary.  

With an automated screening mechanism, utilities can more efficiently process 
interconnection applications, drastically improve customer response time,  

and engage high-value engineering resources sparingly. The screening criteria 

is configurable and customizable to accommodate local government policies 
and corporate standards.

INITIAL SCREENING

The initial screening  process can be applied to small and straightforward 

requests, which require limited review and can generally be expected to have 

limited utility system impact. 

SUPPLEMENTAL SCREENING WITH HOSTING 

CAPACITY AT THE INTERCONNECTION NODE

Supplemental screening review uses hosting capacity analyses to assess whether 

interconnection applications that fail the initial screening can still be safely 

interconnected. It can also determine if a more detailed study needs to be carried 

out. As part of a broader grid modernization strategy or distribution planning 
process, hosting capacity analysis can help states and utilities plan for and build 

a modern grid that allows for the benefits of DERs to be fully realized by more 
individuals, businesses, and institutions at a faster pace.

GIS AGNOSTIC

OpenUtilities DER Optioneering enables interoperability with Esri ArcGIS and 

GE Smallworld to adapt to different data formats. By being GIS independent, 
OpenUtilities DER Optioneering provides abundant flexibility, improves 
productivity, and expands data analysis capabilities.

COMBINES PRELIMINARY SCREENING FOR  

DER AND ASSET LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

Integrated applications help reduce costs, improve reliability, and build in 

resilience in response to a changing global marketplace. Utilities can realize 
numerous benefits from better DER planning, including more efficient 
interconnection processes, expanded capacity to accommodate DERs, reduced 

total infrastructure costs, and better accessibility to utility asset information.

OpenUtilities® DER Optioneering 
(Powered by Siemens’ PSS®SINCAL)
Cloud-based Decision Support to Fast-track DER Interconnections

OpenUtilities DER Optioneering performs initial screening and hosting capacity analysis to 

efficiently integrate DERs into grid planning, operations, and long-term investment decisions.
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DER INTEGRATION 

 � Cloud-based, hosted on OpenUtilities Digital Twin Services

 � Continuous model building from multiple data sources to compose 

the electrical digital twin

 � Ability to reference electrical network data model for planning, 

design, and operations workflows
 � Configurable to multiple local and company standards
 � Configurable and customizable with .NET languages and web services
 � Integrated to the grid digital twin

COMPLIANCE

 � Records management

 � Reporting 

INTEGRATED PSS®SINCAL

 � Hosting capacity analysis

 � Load flow
 � Short circuit

GIS CAPABILITIES

 � Supports a wide range of geospatial coordinate systems 

 � Layers and thematic resymbolization 
 � Simple and quick queries on the network digital twin

INTEROPERABILITY AND DATA SOURCES

 � Supports network information within a connected data environment

 � Supports GIS integrations (i.e. Esri, GE Smallworld) and web services

 � Oracle Spatial/Locator, SQL Server Spatial, and ODBC sources
 � OGC WMS and WMTS data sources

 � Bing Maps integration

DYNAMIC DATA VALIDATIONS 

 � Attribute values

 � Cross-attribute values

 � Load flow and short circuit validates electrical network model

REPORTING 

 � Plot generation and legend

 � Tabular and graphical views

 � Publish to PDF
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OpenUtilities DER Optioneering  
(Powered by Siemens’ PSS®SINCAL) At-A-Glance

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

BROWSER COMPATIBILITY: Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Opera, Edge “New Chromium-based version”

THE SIEMENS / BENTLEY ADVANTAGE  

FOR INTELLIGENT T&D WITHIN DER

Solving the problem, OpenUtilities Solutions Powered by Siemens’ 

PSS®SINCAL accelerates the digitalization of power utilities. A single unified 
application combines Bentley’s exceptional technology in infrastructure 
design and engineering with Siemens’ expertise for the economical, reliable, 

and intelligent transmission and distribution of electrical power. The solution 

will aid utilities to reduce costs, improve reliability, and build-in resilience in 

response to the global energy transition. 


